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Lookah's new dab pen, the Seahorse Pro, surpasses 100,000 sales in the first two months.

Lookah Glass, one of the fastest-growing glass water bong and dab rig companies, launched the
Seahorse Pro in June 2020. This was their second dab pen; however, following their previous
model's success, expectations were high.

The Seahorse Pro was a highly anticipated new dab wax pen. It was built on the award-winning
success of the Seahorse original, adding further functionality.

"Sales for June and July topped 100,000, which is fantastic news. We were worried about the
current economic climate that sale might slump, but if anything, they have been greater than
anticipated", Said Marketing Manager Mr. J Mash. "The Lookah brand has long been synonymous
with quality glass bongs and water pipes but is relatively new to the CBD vape market."
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"Winning the best paraphernalia award at last years expo proved that all the hard work was
worthwhile, Lookah is determined to create cannabis products that provide great alternatives for
consumers. It's a pivotal time for the industry as it grows, and we want to help lead the way"
Concluded J Mash.

About Lookah
For more than 15 years, Lookah Glass has been producing high-quality glass water pipes, bongs,
and dab rigs. It has recently moved into electronic nectar collectors and vaporizers for oil, wax
and dry herb.

It would appear that with the increased
amount of free time that COVID-19 brought us
and being less able to venture out, dabbers
have embraced this new product to while
away the long lock-down.

In September 2019, the first seahorse dab pen
won the best paraphernalia award at the CBD
Expo in the UK. If sales of this new dab pen
are anything to go by Lookah is setting lining
up for another award with the second
generation Seahorse Pro.

https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers/dab-pen-and-wax-pen/lookah-seahorse-pro.html
https://www.lookah.com/
https://www.lookah.com/vaporizers.html
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